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The system of two equations in nonnegative integer unknowns xi and expressed in the form 
cj”=t aljxj=bl, C? ,=, aqxj = b2 has equivalent solutions to the single equation xy= I (tlaij + t2a’zjjdj = 
tl bl + t2b2, provided tl and t2 are suitably chosen. Glover [2] has n inequalities for determining 
tl and t2. Elimam and Elmaghraby [l] try to achieve a single inequality for tl and t2. We show, 
however, that the inequnl;+=r UAlrg of [lj may give tl and t2 values that do not produce equivalence. We 
present a new theorem which leads to a single inequality constraint giving tl and t2 values ihat 
consistently produce equivalence. 
1. Equivalent systems 
Consider the system of two equations in nonnegative integer unknowns xl, x2, . . . ,x, 
expressed in the form 
n 
C aljxj =bl, 
j=l 
i azjXj=bz, 
j=l 
where the au and bi are prescribed positive integers. As is known from [3], the 
equation formed from system (S), 
(S’) 
has equivalent solutions to those of (S), provided 8, and t2 are suitably chosen 
relatively prime positive integers. There are many possible values for tl and t2 so 
that (S) and (S’) have equivalent solutions. Current researchers have focused on how 
to find tl and t2 values that are small. 
Glover [2] obtains tr and t2 values that must satisfy n inequalities. Elimam and 
Elmaghraby [l] use a method similar to [Z] but try to achieve asingle inequality for 
tt and ft. We show that the inequality of [l] may give tl and t2 values that do not 
produce the required e ‘). Following the approach of [ 1 p 2 
we present a new t uahty constrai 
g2 values that consistently produce equivalence for (S) and (S’). 
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2. Previous work 
In [l], Elimam and Elmaghraby propose the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. (S) and (S’) have equivalent solutions provided tl and t2 are relatively 
prime positive integers that satisfy 
(t,b,+t2b,)/U> msx {~b~a~j-b~a~jI}, 
s 
where U is an upper bound of Cy= 1 Xjm 
The proof of Theorem ! requires the use of xi values that satisfy (S’), in which 
case U must be an upper bound of En j= 1 Xj constrained by (S’). Elimam and 
Elmaghraby [l], however, have U as an upper bound of & Xj constrained by 
(S), which allows for some solutions XT of (S’), after t, and tz are chosen, to have 
a sum Cj’= 1x,? greater than U. These XT values, then, would not solve (S). This 
flaw in the theorem is illustrated in Section 4 by using the example that is presented 
in [l]. 
3. The new theorem 
We will present anew theorem with U as an upper bound for Ed;= 1 xi constrain- 
ed by (S’), a more difficult procedure than using (S) as the constraint, since (S’) con- 
tains tl and t2, which have not yet been determined. Consider solving (S’) with the 
additional constraint 
n 
C XjlV. 0 
j=l 
(C) is nonbinding and thus extraneous if the maximum possible value of Cy= 1 Xj, 
considering (S’) alone, automatically satisfies (C). Clearly, 
max 
I 
i Xj 1 Xj satisfying (S’) 
j=l I 
5 max { (tl bl -I- t2 b2)/(tIali + tzazj)}. 
j 
Moreover, by defining t= t2/tl, we note that (bl + tb,)/(a,j + ta2j) is either mono- 
tonic increasing or monotonic decreasing for eachj as t varies from zero to infinity. 
Thus, 
max {(?I61 + tzb2)/(tlaij+ tzazj)} Smax{bl/minav,bz/mina2j}. 
j j j 
Hence, if we take U as the greatest integer that satisfies 
max{ b, /min alj, b2/min azj}, 
j j 
(T) 
) becomes extraneous. 
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t 
Consider now a 
from (T) and then 
that satisfy 
problem with given ~ii and bi values for (S). We calculate I! 
determine (S’) with tr, t2 as relatively prime positive integers 
(tlbl + t2b2)/U> max { I&ay-t)r~I). 
j 
Any solution to (S) also solves (S’). Conversely, suppose xi* is a solution to (S’), 
but does not solve (S); hence, 
n 
c UrjXJ* = bt + t2q and i a+$ = b2 - tl q 
J=l j=l 
with integer q # 0. Since xJF solves (S’), we must have CJ= 1 ~-7s U. Also, 
maX {Ib2alj j -bla2j0 1 lb2alj- bla2j I 
holds for j= 1,2, .. . , n. Hence, 
> i lb2alj_bla2jIxj*= i (b2a~j-bla&jF 
j=l I j=l I 
> b2 i aljxJF- bl i azjxj* 
I I 
= (tlbl + hb2)ld 
j=l j=l 
resulting in 141 < 1. Thus q = 0 and xJF must satisfy (S). We have thus proven the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Given ati and bi values for (S), take U as the greatest integer satisfying 
Us ma{ bl /minjatj, b /minjazj ) . If t 1 and t2 are relatively prime positive integers 2 
that satisfy 
(tlbl +tzbWJ> max { Ib2alj_bla2jI}, 
j 
then (S) and (S’) have equivalent solutions. 
4. Example 
Suppose (S) is given as 
7x1+ 9x2 + 5x3 = 84, 
6x1 -I- 7x2 + 5.~~ = 72. 
These equations have been used by Elimam and 
others to illustrate 
values tl = 9 and t2 
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by 5, give 15x1 + 19++ 11x3 = 180, an equation which has one of its solutions as 
X*=1, X2=0, x3= 15. These xi values, however, do not satisfy (S). Elimam and 
Elmaghraby [:I use U= 14 as the bound from (S) to obtain 711 + 6t,>70. Note that 
the solution sum Cj”= 1 J x equals 16, which is bigger than the supposed bound 14. 
We use &I== 16, from Theorem 2, and obtain 7t, + 6t2> 80 which excludes tl = 9 and 
t2 = 2. We can use tl = 12 and t2 = 1 to obtain (S’). After dividing through by 5, we 
obtain 18~~ + 23x2 + 13x3 = 216 as being equivalent to (S). Note that our single in- 
equality for tl and t2 produces tl 2 11 when t2 = 1, while the multiple inequalities of 
[2] produce tl 2 12 when t2 = 1; these conditions are sufficient for the equivalency 
of (S) and (S’) in the example. 
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